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An overview of gametogenesis:



Morphological structure of sperm and ovum:



Fertilization is the union of sperm and ovum of a species to form a 
zygote

There are five basics steps of fertilization in all animals.

1. Contact and recognition between sperm and 
ovum of same species. 

2.Exocytosis of acrosomal vesicle, which is also 
known as acrosomal reaction. 

3. Digestion of ECM of egg by proteolytic enzymes 
of sperm.

4.Passing of sperm through ECM of egg.
5.Fusion of sperm and egg cell membranes.





Contact between sperm and ovum

In order to recognize and make contact with ovum,
sea urchin sperm has to perform two important
tasks……….
•It has to acquire the active movement through
activation of dynein-ATPase.
•It has to follow a particular direction through

which it can reach the ovum of its own species. It

is achieved by following a gradient of

chemicals(resact or speract) that is released by

ovum, i.e, chemotaxis.





Acrosomal reaction

In most of the marine invertebrates, acrosomal reaction 
has two steps……………..

1. Exocyotis of acrosomal vesicle or fusion of acrosomal
vesicle with sperm cell membrane to release 
proteolytic enzymes that digest the egg jelly of ovum.

2. Formation and extension of acrosomal process.                     





Passing of sperm through ECM of egg

The acrosomal process is coated with bindin proteins
whose species specific receptors(EBR1) are present on
vitelline envelop of ovum. After species specific interaction
of bindin with its receptor, the acrosomal process can
penetrate through vitelline envelop and reach egg cell
membrane.





Fusion of sperm and egg cell membranes

It is an active process that is driven by fusogenic
proteins such as bindin. This fusion stimulates the
polymerization of G-actins of sperm into F-actin
that leads to formation of fertilization cone. At this
time egg cell membrane forms microvilli by folding
process. The space between fertilization cone and
microvilli then establish cytoplasmic bridge
through which sperm nucleus and centriole enter
egg cytoplasm.



Prevention of polyspermy

1. Fast but temporary block to polyspermy, which is accomplished 
by depolarization of egg cell membrane.

2. Slow but permanent block to polyspermy, that is achieved by 
cortical granule exocytosis.

This reaction releases various enzymes. Some of which 
are...............

 Cortical granule serine protease(CGSP)
 Glycosaminoglycans(GAGs)
 Ovoperoxidase and Udx1
 Hyaline







Mechanisms of ER-born calcium release in egg

In one way, soluble factor from sperm enter egg and alter the ionic
composition of egg cytosol. In mammals, sperm PLC(zeta) enter egg
and cleaves membrane PIP2 into IP3 and DAG, which then act as
second messengers for calcium release from ER.

In another way, sperm act as big hormone and changes the
conformation of egg.In sea urchin, when bindin binds to its specific
receptor on vitelline envelop, it activates G-protein.This protein then
activates PLC(gamma) through Src kinase.PLC then stimulates calcium
release from ER via IP3-DAG pathway. In addition, DAG activates
Na+/H+ exchanger that pump H+ outside and Na+ inside, thus making
egg cytosol basic.

In a third way, sperm soluble factor directly stimulate ER-brone
calcium release. In sea urchin, NAADP acts like that.





Activation of egg metabolism

The increase in pH and calcium level in egg cytosol
activates the egg metabolism like replication re-initiation,
translation initiation etc.This calcium is responsible for
response of egg to sperm.

EARLY RESPONSES:
 Activation of NAD+ kinase

 Respiratory burst

 Generation of glutathione and ovothiol

LATE RESPONSES:

 Resuming of DNA replication

 Initiation of translation



Role of NAD+ kinase

Calcium interacts with calmodulin that inturn activates
NAD+ kinase.This enzyme convert NAD+ into NADP+, which
act as co-enzyme for lipid biosynthesis. Calcium also
indirectly activates glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (1st

rate limiting enzyme in HMP-shunt/PP-pathway), which
convert NADP+ to NAD(P)H.



Role of respiratory burst

Immediately after fertilization, the consumption of O2 dramatically
increases that lasts for 10 minutes nearly. Majority of this O2 is
converted into H2O2 by calcium-dependent pH sensitive dual
oxidase, Udx1. It has a N-terminal peroxidase domain and a C-
terminal NADPH domain and a cytoplasmic linker with two calcium
binding EF-hands. The resulting H2O2 is required by ovoperoxidase
to crosslink tyrosine residues. This crosslinking stabilizes fertilization
envelop.





Role of glutathione and ovothiol

Glutathione(GSH) is a cysteine containing tripeptide that  is 
required by GPx and Prdx6 for reducing OF  H2O2 into GSSG 
and H2O.
Ovothiol is sulphur containing amino acid that act as a 
glutathione peroxidase and replaces the function of this 
enzyme.



Removal of blocking on replication

Before fertilization, sea urchin egg gets arrested at G1-phase by
activated/phosphorylated MAPK, a component of cytostatic
factor. This MAPK phosphorylates and inactivates CDC45(a
component of pre-RC) through RSK.

However, after fertilization increased level of calcium inactivates
MAPK by dephosphorylating it (by MKP) either through direct or
indirect pathway.
Later, MAPK becomes activated by MEK and phosphorylate
TCS2(GAP) of mTOR pathway on inhibitory site. Thus , active
mTOR then activates p90 ribosomal S6 kinase, leading to cyclinB
synthesis. It also block Myt1(CDK1 inhibitory kinase) and activates
CDC25(CDK1 activating phosphatase), thus stimulating M-phase
entry.







Initiation of translation of blocked mRNA

During initiation of eukaryotic translation, eIF-4E binds to 5-cap of mRNA
and then interact with 3-poly(A) tail bound PABP through eIF-4G.This three
proteins then interact with eIF3 and 40S ribosomal subunit that causes
circularization of mRNA and initiation of translation.
In an unfertilized egg, an inhibitor 4E-BP binds with eIF-4E, thus interfere its
interaction with eIF-4G. As a result, translation can not be initiated.
However, after fusion of sperm with egg, elevated calcium activates mTOR
(Ser/Thr kinase) that inturn phosphorylates and inactivates 4E-BP.This allow
eIF-4E to be free and make in interaction with eIF-4G to initiate translation.
One such mRNA whose inhibition becomes released in this way is cyclinB
mRNA.After translation cyclinB interacts with CDK1 to form MPF that
stimulates entry into mitosis. mTOR also activates small ribosomal

subunit protein kinase (S6K) that phosphorylate small ribosomal

subunit protein, leading to stimulation of translation.





Fusion of sperm and egg pronucleus

Once inside egg cytosol, sperm nucleus and cetriole separate from
its mitochondria and flagellum. Then, sperm DNA undergoes
decondensation by cAMP-dependent protein kinase. This enzyme
phosphorylates nuclear lamin protein and histones. As a result,
the interaction between DNA and histones become loose to
facilitate DNA replication.
After entering inside egg, sperm nucleus rotates 180, so that
sperm centriole places itself in between sperm and egg
pronucleus. This centriole then acts as MTOC and sends them
towards both sperm and egg nucleus and stimulates their fusion.






